*Epigenetics: A Reference Manual* contains 450 pages, 26 chapters, and is presented in three sections: Epigenetic Methods, Epigenetic Techniques and Epigenetic Reference Materials. The authors of the initial 15 chapters blend the didactic instruction on the epigenetic alterations within a variety of model systems. The first two chapters introduce DNA methylation and histone modifications suitable for any level of familiarity. DNA methylation is discussed within the parameters of developmental changes in the intrauterine environment affecting behavior. The structure and function of the many histone modifications are discussed in Chapter 2 and maintain a high level of interest by the introduction of a historical timeline of discovery. The remaining chapters interweave the multiple levels of epigenetic regulation including histone modification, DNA methylation, DNA imprinting and RNA modification with specialized areas of focus. Individual chapters include topics of epigenetic remodeling in cancer and potential targets for drug development, models of transgenerational epigenetic inheritance, mammalian X chromosome inactivation, Polycomb group regulation, and directed stem cell differentiation. These authoritative reviews include murine, human, plant, yeast and Drosophila model systems.

The epigenetic techniques covered in the second section include bisulfite-enabled technologies, enzymatically-mediated technologies and enriched chromosomal affinity assays. In Chapter 17, an extensive overview of the chemistry of bisulfite sequencing and considerations of assay selection and primer design are presented. These include a description of the gene specific technologies: methylation specific PCR, bisulfite sequencing, and pyrosequencing. The technology behind the high throughput technologies of SEQUENOM MassARRAY EpiTYPER and the Illumina BeadChip arrays are also discussed. An additional DNA methylation specific technology utilizing bisulfite modification is methylation-sensitive high resolution melting and is discussed in Chapter 18. Enzymatic approach to epigenetic regulation is discussed in Chapters 19--20 including mapping of nucleosome position and DNA methylation profiling. Antibody affinity is combined with next generation sequencing in the discussion of ChIP sequencing in Chapter 21. Details regarding reagents and equipment are included in all of these chapters with detailed protocols. The final chapter in this section provides an overview of genome wide DNA methylation and includes a protocol on methyl CpG binding domain based (MBD) protein coupled with second generation sequencing (Chapter 22).

The last section contains four chapters on the current epigenetic resource tools available for investigators. Chapter 23 addresses the development of bioinformatics to accommodate the large quantity of data generated by large-scale platforms, as well as suggestions on how to approach the data in order to choose the most appropriate analysis for the data generated. Consideration is given to the inherent bias introduced by the sampling technology whether by methylation array or massively parallel sequencing. This chapter is informative but with the constantly evolving technology of bioinformatics tools it will soon be considered out of date. Educational resources are listed in Chapter 26, which include easy to read materials for the introduction of epigenetics to the lay audience, as well as article reviews that support the teaching and training of graduate students and post graduate researchers. In future editions, the addition of an online compendium containing the online resources listed in Chapters 23--26 would enhance accessibility and allow for easy access to external content. The inclusion of such a feature would not only provide quick reference for the end user but will also allow for simple real time editing and additions of newly developed resources.

The contributing authors of the individual chapters describe key epigenetics concepts with thorough reviews of current topics. The clarity and unified voice found in this book belies the greater than 50 contributors and speaks well of the editors' culling process. This is in stark contrast to other epigenetic texts in which the style from chapter to chapter at times appears discordant. The figures and tables, although not in color, are well placed and clearly describe key concepts. The primary literature used in the text is listed at the end of each chapter facilitating easy reference. This book ultimately provides an insightful and comprehensive collection of epigenetic knowledge, techniques, protocols and tools currently used in the field, which makes it a valuable addition to the greater scientific literature.
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